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There is a major effort in many countries to provide Open Access repositories of
academic theses. For example, the SURF Foundation1 in the Netherlands and the
DART Europe portal2 provide access to many thousands of e-theses. Although some
of these theses are ‘born digital’, many are not, and yet there are great expectations
to realise access to and re-use of the extensive unpublished data and metadata
contained within them. However, for domain-specific metadata, large-scale human
annotation is impossibly expensive. There are additional problems associated in
dealing with OCR-scanned images of text and the non-linear storage of text within
PDF documents3, the de facto format for repository deposition. This project has
therefore developed text mining tools that address the need to extract the wealth of
experimental data currently untapped in scientific theses, focussing on chemistry
research data in molecular and related subjects.
Much of the data (synthetic, spectral, computational and even crystallographic)
generated by postgraduate researchers in chemistry and related departments are
conventionally reported in theses. Although such theses might describe up to 50
novel chemical syntheses, much of this is not communicated in peer-reviewed
publication to the scientific community in an appropriate form (numbers are reduced
to points on diagrams, tables are converted to graphs in pixel form) and a significant
proportion (anecdotally estimated at 50%) is never formally submitted at all. Although
the bare essentials of the synthesis are published, the detailed experimental recipes
(as found in the thesis) are often omitted. As we have found in the recentlycompleted SPECTRa project4,5, researcher compliance with deposition of original
primary data is a major obstacle. We have noted that the social aspects (ownership,
fear of premature publication, etc.) were probably more important than the technical
ones (e.g. lack of software) and militated against rapid deposition or highcompliance. Theses, however, have few of these social constraints: a student must
comply with regulations, must provide all supporting information to examiners if
required, must assemble the data to a given quality metric.

The SPECTRa-T project6 has explored the potential for text mining e-theses in PDF
and Office Open XML (‘docx’) formats using OSCAR37 to capture sufficient data and
metadata as RDF8 and URI-linked CML9 chemical objects, enabling:
•

•
•

routine and automatic extraction of Chemical Objects (e.g. molecules,
spectra) and named chemical entities in high volumes, transformation
into metadata and their capture into data repositories and triplestores.
exploration of the viability of RDF-based semantic querying.
review of current document format practice in the deposition of chemistry
theses and how this influences ease of data extraction

We have succeeded in extracting data from chemistry e-theses and re-using selected
terms as machine-readable metadata. APP-enabled10 repositories are potentially an
effective means of capturing, preserving, and disseminating the associated molecular
data in accordance with Open Access principles.
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The SPECTRa-T suite will include a facility to conduct semantic searches, which
differ from free text searches in that any of the three components of an RDF data
triple can be specified. Such searches allow "chaining", so that the results of the first
search can be piped into a second, and so on. The level of sophistication of such
searches far exceeds that of normal free text search.
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